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AUGUST 2013
INFORMATION LETTER/UPDATE:
GENERAL INFORMATION:

TACTICAL CORNER:
LE CORNER
It was brought to my attention that we have been sending out certificates with 50 hours
for the Basic SWAT course and TCLEOSE requires 60. It has been entered as 60. The
reason for 50 is that I was not counting lunch, nor weapon maintenance as training
time. My understanding it is start to finish times. I will count one hour per day for
lunch and 30 minutes per day for weapon maintenance. Your reported hours have
been 60 and certificates will reflect so in the future. If you need a new certificate for
your file, e-mail me with your name, month of class and where to send the certificate.
Sorry about any issues it has created.
INSTRUCTOR NOTES
MONTHLY INSPIRATION
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MONTHLY PERSPECTIVE:
George Zimmerman

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ebu6Yvzs4Ls
The above link puts the entire Zimmerman shooting in context in about 10 minutes.
I feel for this guy and all the BS George Zimmerman has gone through.
Neighborhoods create neighborhood watch programs when they have problems. George’s
was no exception and he was trying to keep a neighborhood safe that had burglaries, home
invasions, etc.
As for a duty to retreat, that is BS. Police and their response times vary and Americans
cannot solely rely on the police for their safety. They must be prepared to protect their
homes, streets and neighbors.
Trayvon was a black dope smoking wanna-be gang-banger thug. He was failed by his
parents, the political Black American leadership and his own ignorant and undisciplined
personal behavior. It is sad that they dug into the past of George Zimmerman, but did not
talk about Travvon’s discipline problems, dope smoking and facebook pictures with
handguns.
A double standard exists and the Obama administration is the most racist government I have
witnessed in my lifetime. The media is much to blame. They fail to lay all the problems out
on the table and call a spade a spade. If you talk to any law enforcement officer is Florida,
they will quickly enlighten you as to what race causes 80-90% of the problems/crime. No
one wants to hear it, especially the black leadership in our country.
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As for Trayvon’s parents, they raised a thug. Much of the blame is on them. Finally,
Travyon was dumbass and tried to kill a man by beating him to death. Except the man had a
gun and stopped Travon’s gene pool from spreading. He did society a favor.
As for profiling, black men are ten times more likely to kill you than whites and Hispanics
combined. That is a good reason to look twice, especially if they are wearing a hoodie….
The New Slave Masters
The sad part of the racial issues dividing America is that the Democrats and Liberals have
become the “Slave Masters” of the Black race. More refined and deceitful than the ones of
old, they have changed tactics and become enablers of subsistence rather than self-reliance.
Welfare has replaced the chains of old. Race mongers in the black community are just
fleecing their flocks and one day the branch of justice will snap back on them and it will be
ugly.
These so called black leaders are simply leeches on the backs of their own people. Just like in
the slave days in Africa, they sold their own people out for profit. They do the same now,
but keep them in chains and slowly drain each generation of their talent.

There are black American Hero’s in this world such as Temar above. I prefer to think of him
as a great American.
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Then there are savages like the men above. Ignorant shitheads filled with hate. This is why
good Americans should stay armed and proficient with those arms.

The same goes for this witch. Evil or insane, either way you hardly hear about it on the
national news. She has worn out her right to live. Burn her to death with a blow torch.
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No riots ensued when Roderick killed a white 17 year old.

Democratic economics does not work. Detroit is another prime example and take a guess at
what race ran it into the ground?
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The face of a consummate liar…It is not about skin color or politics, but the failure to lead
the greatest nation on the earth.

Until American leadership, individuals and businesses eliminate the double standards we
have in life, we will continue to destroy ourselves from within.
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Remember Benghazi:

A thought reference combat mindset

If you surrender, you could be on the wrong end of a cattle prod. If they come, armed or
unarmed, shoot them all. Die in a pile of brass swinging a hatchet and make them earn the
day. Most will not want to play. Make the ones that do pay dearly and mark them deep so we
may hunt them down one day and finish the job…
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It is amazing that everyone outside our country can see it, but our liberals and Democrats are
blind to it. They are what they are, a food source should they cause our country to fall.
2nd Amendment
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ON A LIGHTER NOTE:
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TRAINING:
No comments at this time.
RANGE UPDATE:
We are in the maintenance mode as we speak. Hayden is busy patching the road and we will
seal it shortly.
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CLASSROOM/ LODGE:
No changes
EQUIPMENT:
None this month
HUNTING UPDATE:

Slow month…
DVD’s, Leadership and Training For the Fight/The Tactical Trainer

TACTICAL DVD’s OUT:
 Tactical Pistol Operator
 Tactical Rifle Operator
 Advanced Tac Pistol/Rifle
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 Tactical Drills
 Combat Mindset
 Black Hawk Down
Due Out:
 Home Defense
 Vehicle Defense
 Civilian Response to Active Shooters
 Long Range Hunter

The book out and available from www.amazon.com It also contains the “The Tactical
Trainer.”
The original “Leadership and Training for the Fight” will be available exclusively through
www.authorshouse.com for those wishing to purchase it. As a side note, it just went into its
second printing.
READING/MISC. INFORMATION
More books stacking up…
CLASS PAYMENTS
You will have a slot in the course when I receive payment for the class. In the case of an
agency, when they officially request an invoice. I have had too many individuals not
show up lately and I intend to put a stop to it.
I would prefer you send a check as the credit card costs for processing are substantial.
IN CLOSING
Thanks and we look forward to seeing you all soon.
Paul R. Howe

